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We show that confining extensile nematics in 3D channels leads to the emergence of two self-
organized flow states with nonzero helicity. The first is a pair of braided anti-parallel streams—this
double helix occurs when the activity is moderate, anchoring negligible and reduced temperature
high. The second consists of axially aligned counter-rotating vortices—this grinder train arises
between spontaneous axial streaming and the vortex lattice. These two unanticipated helical flow
states illustrate the potential of active fluids to break symmetries and form complex but organized
spatio-temporal structures in 3D fluidic devices.

Because active materials are composed of microscopic
constituents, which locally transmute internal energy
into mechanical forces that are dissipated by the sur-
rounding medium, they can possess broken symmetries
and emergent dynamic properties on macroscopic scales.
These self-organized, active dissipative structures have
been observed to take many forms. The premier exam-
ple of activity-induced dissipative structures is flocking
of polar particles [1–3], in which a liquid-gas-like transi-
tion [4] from disorderly to collective motion is associated
with spontaneous spatial phase separation [5]. In addi-

FIG. 1. Active dissipative flow structures exhibit-
ing rotational flow. (a) Double helix: Two streams of
anti-parallel flow braid around one another for parameters
P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} = {25, 1.5, 9.47}. Coloured by axial
velocity u‖ (Movie 1). (b) Grinder train: Procession of
spontaneously drifting, counter-rotating vortices aligned ax-
ially down the duct for P̃ = {20, 250, 0}. Coloured by axial
vorticity ω‖ (Movie 2). (c) Ceilidh vortex: Vortex lat-

tice oriented in the transverse direction for P̃ = {22, 250, 0}.
Coloured by transverse vorticity ω⊥ (Movie 3).

∗ t.shendruk@ed.ac.uk

tion to coexistence, hexatic, smectic and solid phases can
originate from activity [6, 7]. Likewise, activity can gen-
erate orientational order [8, 9], including active alignment
of motile rods [10, 11] and swimming bacilliforms [12].

Activity can also induce self-organized flow states [13].
In confining channels, an extensile active stress in-
duced instability to bend perturbations leads to self-
sustained spontaneous flows [14–18] and spontaneous cir-
culations [19–21] when the characteristic activity length
scale `act is comparable to the confinement size L, as
seen in numerous experimental systems [22–29]. Vortex
lattices arise when the characteristic length scale matches
the confinement, which can be due to an array of obsta-
cles or cavities [30–35], bound to spherical surfaces [36],
or channel confinement [37–40]. Local circulations arise
because `act represents the characteristic vorticity length
scale [41], associated with a peak in the enstrophy distri-
bution [42–45], and a lattice of vortices represents stress-
free solutions that lie at the interface of the stable and
unstable modes in minimal continuum models of active
fluids [46]. Such 2D flow states represent the emergence
of a broken translational symmetry of the vorticity field.

However, 3D fluids possess the capacity for flows that
are not allowed in 2D. Helicity, for instance, is identi-
cally zero in 2D and has not previously been observed to
spontaneously break symmetry in response to activity.
One reason for this apparent absence is simply because
much of the theoretical, computational and experimen-
tal work on active nematics is on 2D films. However, the
recent advent of experimentally realizable 3D active ne-
matics [47] has spurred immediate interest in active liquid
crystals beyond films [48–55]. By removing the dimen-
sional limitations of confinement in 2D, additional classes
of self-organized flows states may be possible. We report
long-lived, non-zero helical active dissipative 3D struc-
tures that spontaneously break chiral symmetry and have
not to our knowledge been previously been observed.

We numerically confine active nematics in square ducts
of size L defined by four impermeable, no-slip walls.
The square-duct geometry is utilized to produce quasi-1D
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FIG. 2. Probability distributions of vorticity for active dissipative flow structures at parameters P̃ =
{K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2}. The components are the vorticity taken about the center line in the axial direction ω‖ (red lines) and
in the two transverse directions ω⊥1,2 (blue and cyan lines) averaged over ten random initializations. (a) Double helix

(P̃ = {25, 1.5, 9.47}) possesses non-zero vorticity in both transverse directions ω⊥1,2 . (b) Grinder train (P̃ = {20, 250, 0}).
(c) Ceilidh vortex lattice (P̃ = {21, 250, 0}), possesses non-zero vorticity only in one of the two transverse directions. (d)

Turbulent flow (P̃ = {25, 250, 0}) is nearly isotropic.

confinement without curved boundaries [56–58]. We vary
the extensile activity, reduced temperature, and anchor-
ing strength on the channel walls. When the anchoring is
weak and reduced temperature is high, we find a double
helix flow structure, in which two streams of anti-parallel
flow braid around one another spontaneously breaking
chiral symmetry (Fig. 1a; Movie 1). When the anchoring
strength is strong, we find a grinder train flow structure,
in which a lattice of axially aligned, counter-rotating
vortices drift down the channel with non-zero helicity
(Fig. 1b; Movie 2). Both flow states are helical, span the
entire system and are long-lived. The self-organization
of helicity from a system with nematic symmetry high-
lights the potential of activity as a pathway for designing
emergent, material dynamics. Spontaneous chiral sym-
metry breaking is characteristic of helix formation, which
extends beyond active fluids.

In our model of an active nematic fluid, the non-
dimensionalized velocity ~u(~r; t) and nematic order Q(~r; t)
are coupled, and density is constant [59–61]. The dimen-
sionless Cauchy equation balances the material deriva-
tive of velocity against the divergence of the stress,

ρ̃Dt~u = ~∇·Π. Since the active contribution to the stress
−ζQ drives spontaneous nematic distortions on length
scales `act and flows of speed U , we non-dimensionalize
each term by the activity ζ, resulting in the active inertia
number ρ̃ = ρU2/ζ for density ρ. Two additional dimen-
sionless numbers appear from the stress divergence — di-
mensionless viscosity (Eq. SI(A3)) and, more relevantly,

the activity number K̃−1/2 = L/`act, where `act ∼
√
K/ζ

is the characteristic activity length due to the competi-
tion of activity ζ and nematic elasticity K.

The evolution equation for the nematic orientation
DtQ − S = Γ̃H, in which the covariant derivative (in-
cluding a co-rotational advection term S), is balanced
by the relaxation towards equilibrium, characterized by
an inverse nematic Péclet number Γ̃. The molecular
field H has contributions due to the bulk (characterized
by the lowest order Landau free energy coefficient A),
distortions (by K) and surface anchoring (by anchoring
strength W ). Non-dimensionalizing these by the distor-

tion free energy scale produces two dimensionless num-
bers — the distance from the passive-thermodynamic
isotropic-nematic transition, which is a reduced temper-
ature T̃ 1/2 =

√
A/KL; and the strength of the de-

generate planar anchoring, which can be measured as
W̃ = WL/K, as in colloidal liquid crystals [62]. Fur-
ther technical details of the model are provided in SI A.

Non-dimensionalized parameter space is denoted by

P̃ =
{
K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2

}
≡

{√
ζ

K
L,
W

K
L,

√
A

K
L

}
, (1)

each component of which can be interpreted as a ratio
of system size to a characteristic length scale (SI B). By

varying anchoring strength W̃ and reduced temperature
T̃ 1/2, the simulations explore regions of parameters space
that have previously not received adequate attention.

For sufficiently small extensile activity (K̃−1/2 . 18),
we find spontaneous streaming in the axial direction.
These are unidirectional and oscillating flows, which have
been well documented in 2D channels [17, 37, 63]. Here,
we do not delineate between these but refer to both as
axial streaming. At sufficiently large activity, mesoscale
or active turbulence occurs. In active turbulence, the

components of vorticity ~ω = ~∇× ~u in the axial and two
transverse directions (denoted by subscript ‖ and ⊥1,2

respectively) are isotropic—the probability distributions
of the axial ω‖ and transverse ω⊥1,2

components of the
vorticity are equivalent (Fig. 2d). The distributions are
symmetric about zero and normal.

The active dissipative structures exist in the interme-
diate regime between axial streaming and active tur-
bulence, where the active length scale `act is compa-
rable to the confinement length L. The most com-
mon of these dissipative structures is a non-helical lat-
tice of counter-rotating vortices oriented transverse to
the channel, breaking translational symmetry (Fig. 1c).
This is the 3D equivalent of the 2D Ceilidh dynamic
state [37, 38]. The 3D Ceilidh lattice exhibits dancing
disclinations; however, these are now curved disclina-
tion lines that span the channel (Movie 4). As a vor-
tex lattice, the vorticity distribution is strongly bimodal
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FIG. 3. Local helicity H = ~u · ~ω for the double helix
(P̃ = {25, 0.0015, 6.5}) and grinder train (P̃ = {25, 250, 0}
flow states). (a) Snapshots showing the helicity field as a 3D
isosurface through the center plane of the duct. Top: Double
helix with negative chirality (Movie 6). Bottom: Grinder
train with alternating chirality (Movie 5). (b) Distributions
of helicity down the channel centreline averaged over ten ran-
dom initializations. (c) Spatial variation of instantaneous
cross-sectional averaged helicity. (d) Temporal variation of
cross-sectional averaged helicity at a single point.

(Fig. 2c). The ω⊥2
distribution is symmetric about zero

and bimodal with prominent peaks, representing the lat-
tice of counter-rotating vortices with spontaneous sym-
metry breaking between the two transverse directions.
There is negligible vorticity in both the other directions.

While the grinder train is similar to the Ceilidh lat-
tice, the crucial distinction is that the counter-rotating
vortices are oriented axially, rather than transversely
(Fig. 1b; Movie 2). Like axial streaming states [13, 51],
the grinder train has a net flow along the channel.
This flow structure is a train of axially aligned counter-
rotating vortices drifting down the axis of the channel
that exists when anchoring is strong (Movie 2). Thus,
the distributions of vorticity are similar to the Ceilidh
vortex, except the bimodal distribution is narrower and
in the axial direction ω‖, rather than a transverse di-
rection (Fig. 2b). Though both the Ceilidh lattice and
the grinder train manifest counter-rotating vortices and
both break translational symmetry, the Ceilidh lattice
does not possess local helicity H = ~u · ~ω in contrast to
the grinder train (Fig. 3a). The instantaneous centreline
helicity forms a well-defined wave (Fig. 3c) and the drift
exhibits temporal oscillation (Fig. 3d; Movie 5), reflect-
ing the steady motion of the helicity train. The steady
translation, but oscillating sign, of the helicity indicates
the grinder is a lattice of counter-rotating vortices.

Qualitatively, the grinder train possesses characteris-
tics of both axial streaming and vorticity translational
symmetry breaking. Indeed, as the axial streaming be-

gins to oscillate on scales comparable to the confine-
ment, counter-rotating vortices can align axially, result-
ing in non-zero local helicity—though the average is zero
(Movie 6), the distribution is bimodal (Fig. 3b). It also
generates smaller vorticity (Fig. 2b-c) due to the fact that
it possesses less nematic distortions and is entirely free
of disclinations (Movie 4).

On the other hand, the double helix does possess large
nematic distortions: a clear cork-screw disclination line
spirals through the centre of the channel (Movie 4). This
is because the grinder train exists at strong anchoring,
while the double helix exists at weak anchoring and high
reduced temperature, which leads to more disorderly he-
licity fields (Fig. 3d; Movie 6). The helicity is largest
far from the no-slip boundaries. We find double helices
most frequently in regions of high reduced temperature
T̃ 1/2, suggesting that the double helix emerges when the
thermodynamic persistence length is comparable to the
confinement size. Unlike the Ceilidh or grinder lattices,
the double helix is not composed of isolated vortices and
so the centreline helicity does not exhibit clear spatio-
temporal structure (Fig. 3c-d). Additionally, the vor-
ticity of the double helix state is smallest in the axial
direction and not strongly bimodal in the two transverse
directions (Fig. 2a). Unlike the grinder train, the helicity
distribution is primarily unimodal (Fig. 3b). Since it is
composed of a pair of helices with opposite handedness
but also opposite streaming directions, the double helix
spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry.

To map the existence of helical flow in parameter space,
we characterize the flow states by their associated length
scales and helicity. The non-helical Ceilidh vortex lat-
tice is long-lived and system-spanning, with spatial per-
sistence clear from the velocity-velocity autocorrelation
function Cuu (SI C) down the length of the channel
(Fig. 4a; blue squares), exhibiting long-range oscillat-
ing correlations. Dissimilarly, the correlation function
of the turbulent state rapidly decorrelates (Fig. 4a; blue
circles). While the correlation functions of these two in-
tercept zero (Fig. 4; filled symbols), the axial stream-
ing state initially decays to a long-range constant value
(Fig. 4a; open pink circles) and the grinder train pos-
sesses long-range oscillating correlations about a non-
zero value (Fig. 4a; open purple squares). The correla-
tion function of the grinder train has a longer period but
smaller amplitude than the Ceilidh lattice and does not
decorrelate (Fig. 4a) since the grinder train state appears
between axial streaming and the vortex lattice (Fig. 4b).

The active dissipative structures are identified by their
characteristic length scales `u, measured from the ve-
locity correlations (SI C). The length scales reveal dis-
tinct transitions between each flow state (Fig. 4b). The
Ceilidh lattice occupies the largest region of the activity-
anchoring phase plane (Fig. 4c). The phase diagram
demonstrates that axial streaming exists for all anchor-
ing numbers at sufficiently small activity. The activity
at which the flow transitions from axial streaming is only
weakly dependent on anchoring strength across many or-
ders of magnitude (Fig. 4c). For moderate to weak an-
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FIG. 4. Active dissipative structure phase diagrams. (a) Spatial velocity-velocity correlations along the channel centre

line for P̃ = {K̃−1/2, 250, 0} for various K̃−1/2. Example curves for axial streaming (AS; K̃−1/2 = 15), grinder train (GT;

K̃−1/2 = 20), vortex lattice (VL; K̃−1/2 = 15) and mesoscale turbulence (T; K̃−1/2 = 15). Open symbols denote non-zero
long-range correlations, while square symbols denote long-range oscillations with non-zero amplitude. (b) Characteristic length

scale `u determined from the autocorrelation functions (SI C) for P̃ = {K̃−1/2, 250, 0}. � marks large values of peak resolution

(Eq. SI(F2)). (c) The length scales `u as a function of dimensionless extensile activity K̃−1/2 and planar anchoring W̃ for

reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 = 0. (d) Length scales as a function of W̃ and T̃ 1/2 for K̃−1/2 = 25. Markers denote for average
system helicity (SI E): � denotes large average helicity H|〈〉| and indicates large values of H〈||〉, which respectively identify
regions for the double helix (DH) and intermittent double helix (IDH).

choring, the Ceilidh lattice is the only dissipative struc-
ture between axial streaming and active turbulence.

The grinder train arises because the anchoring sup-
presses the formation of the dancing disclination lines
that are present in the vortex lattice. This reduction
in nematic distortion lowers the vorticity magnitude and
makes the flow deterministic, such that the transverse
directions coincide (Fig. 2b). However, it does not alter
the match between the characteristic vortex size `act and
the confinement L. Thus, the vortices preferentially lie
axially along the channel.

When the reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 is increased above
the isotropic-nematic transition, the fluid can still be dy-
namically oriented by the active flows [8, 9]. Indeed,

vortex lattices exist for a wide range of T̃ 1/2 and W̃ at
K̃−1/2 = 25 (Fig. 4d). However, in the low anchoring
limit and at moderate reduced temperatures, the double
helix structure exists as a second region for which there is
non-zero helicity. While the grinder train and double he-
lix both exist for intermediate activity, the grinder train
requires strong anchoring at T̃ 1/2 = 0 (Fig. 4c) and the
double helix occurs for weak anchoring at high reduced
temperatures (Fig. 4d).

In addition to the orderly double helix and grinder
train, we identify a less structured, noisy regime at high
reduced temperatures and strong anchoring (Fig. 4d;
slashes). In this regime, we find intermittent double he-
lices interspersed with more chaotic behaviour (Movie 7).
Naturally, the chaos in these systems results in inconsis-
tent helicity but higher fluid speeds, resulting in lower
average helicity.

To understand the origin of active helical structures,
we derive the transport equation for helicity

ρ̃DtH + ~∇ · ~J = Σ (2)

with helicity flux ~J and source terms Σ (see SI D). By cal-

culating the dimensionless numbers associated with each
source (Eqs. SI(D5)-(D8)), we find that the nematic and
viscous sources are negligible compared to the activity-

induced helicity source Σa = −~ω ·[~∇·Q]−~u·(~∇×[~∇·Q]).
The first term emerges from the projection of active force
on to vorticity field, while the second term represents
projection of the curl of the active force onto the velocity
field. In both helical flow states, the two active terms
are of the same magnitude (Fig. SI10). Immediately fol-
lowing initialization, the transient grinder train structure
begins as oscillating discoidal regions of Σa (Movie 8).
Once the drifting grinder train forms, Σa takes the form
of a travelling wave that produces the drifting train of
alternating helicity (Fig. 3). Similarly for the double he-
lix, the active source forms local regions of production
and elimination (Movie 9), which are associated with the
cork-screw disclination.

Recent work on 3D active nematics [48–55] has shown
them to be complicated by their tangle of 3D disclination
lines. However, they also possess the potential for an ex-
citing range of possible dissipative structures. We have
shown a simple case with the emergence of two previ-
ously unobserved spontaneous, long-lived, non-zero helic-
ity structures in simple confinement for extensile activity,
planar anchoring and non-negative reduced temperature.
In driven systems, double helical flow states can exhibit
complex non-linear dynamics [64] and control the disper-
sivity of particles eluting in streams [65]. In fact, surface-
activity driven helical flows have been identified and an-
alyzed in the context of cytoplasmic streaming [66–69].
In these cases of long plant cells, helical flow enables sig-
nificant transport, mixing and enhanced rates of nutrient
exchange with the surrounding membrane [66]. Indeed,
recent work has considered defect dynamics [70] and he-
lical flows [71] on cylindrical surfaces. Spontaneous chi-
ral symmetry breaking is a characteristic aspect of helix
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formation in such material dynamics, which extends be-
yond the sphere of active fluids. For example, chirality
has been shown to be relevant in morpohological pro-
cesses, such as the gastrulation of Drosophila embryos,
in which gut formation acquires spontaneous left-right
asymmetry that leads to twisting [72]. Likewise, the
mitotic spindle, which has been modelled as an active
nematic [73], exhibits chirality [74]. Furthermore, spon-
taneous chiral symmetry breaking has been observed in
the director field of passive achiral nematics subject to
strong confinements [75–78].

The experimental realization of 3D active nematics [47]
promises many opportunities to explore active dissipa-
tive structures that were not possible in 2D and helicity
may play a key in many such structures, as suggested
by these results. Helicity is involved in energy cascades
in active turbulence [79] and generally plays an impor-
tant role in characterizing the topological nature of 3D
flows [80]. This letter reports spontaneous chiral sym-
metry breaking in active nematics leading to a steady
state helical flow. Indeed, in stark contrast to the defect
dancing observed in the Ceilidh vortex lattice state, the
grinder train does not possess any topological singulari-
ties, while the double helix possesses a single disclination
line that winds through the two helical flows.
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Appendix A: Numerical Methods

Simulations numerically solve the incompressible ac-
tive nematohydrodynamics equations of motion [59, 60]
for the local non-dimensionalized velocity ~u(~r; t) and ne-

matic order Q(~r; t), for constant density, ~∇ · ~u = 0. The
non-dimensionalized Cauchy equation balances the ma-

terial derivative Dt = ∂t + ~u · ~∇ of velocity against the
divergence of the stress Π

ρ̃Dt~u = ~∇ ·Π. (A1)

Since activity drives the fluid flow, the stress is normal-
ized by the magnitude of the activity ζ, resulting in a
dimensionless active inertia number

ρ̃ =
ρU2

ζ
, (A2)

which compares inertial to active forces in an active fluid
of density ρ and spontaneous characteristic speed U . The
non-dimensionalized stresses in Eq. (A1) have four con-
tributions [81]:

(i): active stress Πa = −Q;

(ii): viscous stress Πv = 2η̃E, where 2E = ~∇~u+
(
~∇~u
)ᵀ

is the strain rate and

η̃ =
ηU

ζL
(A3)

is the dimensionless viscosity number;

(iii): nematic contribution Πn = K̃πn, where
πn = 2λ(Q : H)Q − λ {H,Q}+ + {Q,H}− −
~∇
(
Q : δF

δ~∇Q

)
in which Q = Q+δ/3, H = −( δFδQ −

1
3I Tr δFδQ ) is the molecular field, λ is an alignment

parameter, and {A,B}± = A · B ± B · A is a
(anti)commutator; and

(iv): hydrodstatic pressure Πp = −Pδ, where pressure
is non-dimensionalized by activity.

The dimensionless number

K̃ =
K

ζL2
(A4)

assumes a single elastic Frank coefficient K and is the
squared ratio of the characteristic activity length in bulk
`act ∼

√
K/ζ and the scale of confinement L. A conve-

nient dimensionless activity number is then

K̃−1/2 =
L

`act
, (A5)

which is employed in the main text as the dimensionless
measure of activity.

The transport equation for the nematic order tensor
balances the relaxation towards equilibrium against the
generalized material derivative

DtQ− S = Γ̃H, (A6)

FIG. 5. Average root mean squared velocities U in LB simu-
lation units for reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 = 0.

including co-rotational advection,

S = {λE + W ,Q}+ − 2λ
(
Q : ~∇~u

)
Q, (A7)

where 2W =
(
~∇~u
)ᵀ
− ~∇~u is the vorticity tensor. An

inverse nematic Péclet number

Γ̃ =
ΓK

LU
(A8)

relates elastic rotational relaxation rate ΓK/L2 to advec-
tion rate L/U .

The non-dimensionalized molecular field H = − δF
δQ +

I
3Tr

[
δF
δQ

]
appears in both Eq. (A1) and (A6) and be-

longs to the free energy F , which is comprised of
Landau-de Gennes and deformation contributions F =
Ã0

∫
d3r (1−γ/3)

2 Q : Q − γ
3Q : (Q · Q) + γ

4 (Q : Q)
2

+(
~∇Q

)2
. The bulk free energy density has been normal-

ized by the elasticity Ã0 = A0L
2/K and includes the

dimensionless parameter γ, which determines the magni-
tude of the nematic order with γ = 2.7 the coexistence
point between isotropic and nematic phases [59]. Within
the nematic phase, the characteristic defect core size can
be approximated by the thermodynamic nematic persis-
tence length `Q ∼

√
K/A for A = A0 (1− γ/3) [41], such

that we can define a reduced temperature in terms of a
squared ratio of length scales

T̃ =

(
L

`Q

)2

= Ã0

(
3− γ

3

)
. (A9)

This is convenient, as it allows us to directly compare
the effects of thermodynamic nematic ordering to con-
finement. We utilize T̃ 1/2 as a measure of reduced tem-
perature in the main text.

In addition to the bulk, the walls impose degenerate
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FIG. 6. Non-dimensional viscosity number, η̃ = (ηU)(ζL) ∼
10−2, for reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 = 0.

planar anchoring [82] via a surface free energy density

fwall = W1

(
Q−Q⊥

)
:
(
Q−Q⊥

)
+W2

(
Q : Q− S2

eq

)2
, (A10)

where 6Seq = 1 + 3
√

1− 8/(3γ) is the equilibrium value
of the scalar order parameter. The projection of the ori-
entation tensor onto the surface is Q⊥ = P · Q̃ ·P, where
Q̃ = Q+Seqδ/3, the projection operator is P = δ−~n⊥~n⊥
and the surface normal is ~n⊥. We set both the surface
anchoring constants for the orientation and ordering to
the same value W = W1 = W2 and non-dimensionalize
the anchoring

W̃ =
WL

K
. (A11)

As with activity number K̃−1/2 and the reduced tem-
perature T̃ 1/2, W̃ can be interpreted as the ratio of con-
finement size L to the de Gennes-Kleman extrapolation
length `dGK ∼ K/W [83]. In the main text, W̃ serves as
the measure of anchoring strength.

The equations of motion are solved using a hybrid
scheme [59], in which the Cauchy equation (Eq. (A1))
is solved using the lattice Boltzmann algorithm, while
Eq. (A6) is solved using a finite difference predictor-
corrector algorithm. Simulations are performed in 3D
square channels of size L = 25 defined by impermeable,
no-slip walls and periodic boundary conditions separated
by a channel length of L ∈ {128, 200}. Simulations are
run for a minimum of 2× 105 time steps to a maximum
of 5 × 105. The density ρ = 1, rotational diffusivity
Γ = 0.3375 and alignment parameter λ = 1 are all held
constant. On the other hand, Landau-de Gennes energy
density scale A0 ∈ {0.1, 1}, distance from the isotropic-
nematic transition γ ∈ [2.668, 3], dynamic viscosity η =
4/3, Frank elasticity K ∈ {0.05, 0.05555}, anchoring en-
ergy W ∈

[
3× 10−6, 0.5

]
and activity ζ ∈ [0.018, 0.122]

are varied throughout.

FIG. 7. Non-dimensional inertia number, ρ̃ = ρU2/ζ ∼ 10−2,

for reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 = 0.

Appendix B: Magnitude of non-dimensional
numbers

Not all the terms in the active nematohydrodynamic
equations of motion are significant. The parameters pro-
duce flows with average root mean squared velocities
U ∼ 10−2 (Fig. 5). The lowest values (U ≈ 3.4 × 10−3)

occur in the vortex lattice phase (intermediate K̃−1/2 for

low anchoring W̃ ), as well as axial streaming for interme-

diate anchoring W̃ . The largest (U ≈ 5.5 × 10−2) occur
for high activities and low anchoring — in which the fluid
streams at high velocities with non-zero long-range cor-
relations. Throughout the main text, we take U to be the
characteristic velocity scale and employ it to normalize
the quantities of interest.

The small values of U cause many of the non-
dimensionless numbers from SI A to be small. In partic-
ular, the dimensionless viscosity number η̃ = (ηU)/(ζL)
(Fig. 6) can be interpreted as a ratio of the measured
spontaneous flow speed in the channel in units of the
characteristic active speed ζL/η. Because of this, the
map of η̃ is identical to the map for U (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
The fact that η̃ ∼ 10−2 highlights the difference between
confined active nematics and unconfined, bulk active tur-
bulence: In bulk, one expects that the spontaneous flow
directly results from the balance viscous forces to active
force and so η̃ ∼ 1. However, the no-slip boundaries
modify this expectation and cause η̃ to be substantially
smaller.

The dimensionless inertia number ρ̃ = ρU2/ζ (Fig. 7)
is qualitatively similar to the maps of η̃ and U . Indeed,
the order of magnitude of ρ̃ ∼ 10−2 is the same as the
dimensionless viscosity η̃. Because ρ̃ ∼ U2, the dimen-
sionless inertia number is much larger in the region with
the fastest flows (high activities and low anchoring) than
elsewhere. The small scale of ρ̃ indicates that hydro-
dynamic flows that result from Eq. (A1) is primarily a
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FIG. 8. Non-dimensional inverse Péclet number, Γ̃ =
(ηU)/(ζL) ∼ 10−2, for reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 = 0.

balance of stresses ~∇ ·Π ≈ 0.
The inverse Peclet number Γ̃ = (ΓK)/(LU) is also rel-

atively small, with values Γ̃ ∼ 10−1 (Fig. 8), despite

Γ̃ ∼ U−1. This is because γ and K are both small
and L is large. Because Γ̃ < 1, the generalized material
derivative in Eq. (A6) is more significant than the ther-
modynamic relaxation towards equilibrium, which indi-
cates DtQ ≈ S. Thus, the nematic orientational order
field are primarily governed by the active flows.

Thus, the other three dimensionless numbers from
SI A act as our dimensionless parameter space P̃ =
{K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2}. Each of these numbers can be inter-
preted as a ratio of length scales. We consider dimen-
sionless activity numbers K̃−1/2 = L/`act in the range
10 to 40, which is the regime in which flows transition
from axial streaming to mesoscale turbulence. The an-
choring number W̃ = L/(K/W ) varies over five orders of
magnitude, from 10−3 to 250. The reduced temperature
T̃ 1/2 = L/`Q is varied from 0 (representing the thermo-
dynamic isotropic-nematic transition point) to 10 (well
within the isotropic phase).

While the Reynolds and Ericksen numbers do not ex-
plicitly appear, they are both intermediate in magnitude
(Fig. 9). The Ericksen number Er = η̃/K̃ rises as high as
35. However, this is restricted to the high activity/low
anchoring region of active streaming. In the regions of
interest (vorticity lattices, grinder train and double he-
lix), Er ∼ 3. This suggests that active flows are mod-
erately more significant than elastic response. Likewise,
the Reynolds number Re = ρ̃/η̃ can approach unity in
the high activity region but is Re ∼ 0.1 in the regions
of interest. This indicates that viscous forces are some-
what more prominent than inertial ones. However, as
described above, ρ̃ is the ratio that expresses the rela-
tive importance of inertia to the activity that generates
spontaneous flows; rather than to viscosity. Thus, it is
the smallness of ρ̃ that indicates the relevance of inertial
non-linearities.

Appendix C: Characteristic velocity lengths

To characterize the various flow states, we examine the
spatial velocity-velocity correlation function

Cuu(x) =

〈
~u (~r0; t) · ~u

(
~r0 + x~̂e‖; t

)〉
〈~u (~r0; t) · ~u (~r0; t)〉

(C1)

down the length of the channel for positions ~r0 within
δr = ±2 of the centre line of the channel. The auto-
correlations Cuu reveal four discernible families of be-
haviours: (i) Those with an initial exponential decay
but a constant, positive, long-range correlation; (ii) those
that pass through Cuu = 0; (iii) those with an initial de-
cay but long-range oscillating correlations; and (iv) those
without long-range oscillating correlations.

To describe all four behaviours, the autocorrelation
functions are fit by the empirical form

Cuu(x) =
(
c1e
−x/`1 + c2

)
cos

(
2πx

`2
+ φ

)
+ c0. (C2)

The autocorrelation function is a decaying cosine, which
so possesses two length scales: a decay length `1 and
a wavelength `2. The amplitude of the oscillations de-
cays from c1 + c2 to c2, and the autocorrelation oscillates
about c0. When the exponential decay does not approach
zero, the flow structure has long-range persistence, which
is identified in cases for which c0 is significantly greater
than zero. This absence of any anti-correlation is indica-
tive of a flow state streaming along the channel, which
is the case for the axial streaming and grinder states. In
Fig. 4, cases for which c0 > 1/3 are represented by open
symbols. For high activity flow states (Ceilidh lattice
and turbulence), Cuu crosses zero and c0 < 1/3, which is
denoted by filled symbols.

In the main text (Fig. 4), the spontaneous flow struc-
tures are quantified according to the characteristic length
scale `u, which is determined by assessing the fit of the
correlation functions to Eq. (C2). Whether the charac-
teristic length scale `u corresponds to the decay length
`1 or the wavelength `2, is depends on the value of c2.
We found that all velocity autocorrelations had a short-
range drop, which is successfully fit using a decaying co-
sine of amplitude c1 and decay length `1. In cases of
non-periodic flow (axial flow and turbulence), there is
no long-range amplitude and so c2 ≈ 0. In these cases,
the wavelength is unimportant; thus, the reported length
scale is the decay length `u = `1 and a circle symbol is
used. However, both the Ceilidh lattice and grinder train
exhibited long-range oscillations in Cuu of long-range am-
plitude c2. When c2 > 0 the flow states are spatially or-
dered with translational symmetry breaking (the Ceilidh
lattice and grinder train). These cases are shown by
square symbols in Fig. 4. When c2 > 0.05, the spatial or-
dering with periodicity characterized by the wavelength
`2. In these cases, the value characteristic lengthscale of
the flow is taken to be `u = `2.
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FIG. 9. Ericksen numbers Er = η̃/K̃ (left) and Reynolds numbers Re = ρ̃/η̃ (right) for reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 = 0.

Appendix D: Helicity transport equations

In order to understand the source of helicity in double
helix and grinder train helical structures, we derive the
transport equation for helicity for active nematics. The
local helicity H = ~u · ~ω is a pseudoscalar field and the
integral of H over the entire system is the total helicity,
such that H can be referred to as the helicity density
field [84]. As a first step towards the helicity transport
equation, we derive the transport equation for the vortic-
ity. Starting from Eq. (A1), we note that the advection

term can be rewritten as (~u · ~∇)~u = 1
2
~∇u2 − ~u × ~ω, and

take the curl of both sides of the equation. We next em-

ploy the fact that ~∇× (~u× ~ω) = ~ω · ~∇~u−~u · ~∇~ω and that
the curl of a gradient vanishes, we obtain

ρ̃Dt~ω = η̃ ~∇2~ω + ρ̃(~ω · ~∇)~u

+ ~∇×
[
~∇ · (K̃πn −Q)

]
. (D1)

This is the non-dimensionalized transport equation for
vorticity in an active nematic fluid. On the right hand
side, the first two terms exist for passive isotropic fluids
fluids, whereas the last term is the curl of the divergence
of the passive nematic stresses [85] and activity.

We can employ the vorticity transport equation to de-
rive the transport equation for the helicity H = ~u ·~ω. We
consider the rate of change of helicity

∂tH = (~ω · ∂t~u+ ~u · ∂t~ω), (D2)

and use Eqs. (A1) and (D1) in Eq. (D2). We notice four
facts:

(i): ~ω · (~u · ~∇)~u+ ~u · (~u · ~∇)~ω = (~u · ~∇)H;

(ii): ~ω · ~∇2~u+ ~u · ~∇2~ω = ~∇2H − 2[~∇~ω : ~∇~u];

(iii): ~∇ · ~ω = 0; and

(iv): ~u · (~ω · ~∇)~u = ~∇ ·
(
1
2u

2~ω
)
.

Employing these facts, we obtain the dimensionless trans-
port equation

ρ̃DtH + ~∇ · ~J = Σ, (D3)

where we have explicitly written the transport equation

as resulting from the divergence of flux ~J and source
terms Σ. The flux is composed of two terms

~J = −η̃ ~∇H + P ′~ω, (D4)

where P ′ = P − 1
2 ρ̃ u

2 is an effective pressure. There are
three sources of helicity

Σ = η̃Σv + K̃Σn + Σa. (D5)

The first contribution is a viscous source

Σv = −2~∇~u : ~∇~ω, (D6)

which is present in passive isotropic fluids. However, the
second passive contribution to the helicity is nematohy-
drodynamic in nature, with the form

Σn = ~u ·
(
~∇×

[
~∇ · πn

])
+ ~ω ·

[
~∇ · πn

]
. (D7)

The Beris-Edwards model of passive nematohydrody-
namics is not expected to conserve helicity [86]. Because

K̃ ∼ 10−3 and η̃ ∼ 10−2 (Fig. 6), both the nematic and
viscous sources are insignificant. Most relevantly, the ac-
tive contribution to the helicity takes the form

Σa = −~u ·
(
~∇×

[
~∇ ·Q

])
− ~ω ·

[
~∇ ·Q

]
(D8)

= Σa
1 + Σa

2.

The first of these two terms Σa
1 = −~u · (~∇ × [~∇ · Q])

is the projection of the curl of the active force density

(−ζ ~∇·Q) on the velocity. On the other hand, the second

Σa
2 = −~ω · [~∇·Q] is the curl of velocity (i.e. the vorticity

~ω = ~∇× ~u) projected on the force density.
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To test the expectation that the non-active contribu-
tions to Σ are negligible, we measure the viscous source
field for the grinder train and compare it to the active
terms (Fig. 10a-c). We find that the viscous contribu-
tion is two orders of magnitude smaller than the active
contribution, which corresponds directly to the scale of
η̃. The viscous source η̃Σn ∼ 100 follows the form of the
grinder train helicity quite closely (Fig. 10a). The two
active sources are seen to be of the same order of mag-

nitude, but the Σa
1 = −~u · (~∇ × [~∇ ·Q]) contribution is

roughly twice as strong as the Σa
2 = −~ω · [~∇ ·Q] contri-

bution (Fig. 10b-c). This is found to be true of both the
grinder train and double helix.

When the active sources are summed for the grinder
train, they are seen to produce a travelling wave of helic-
ity production and elimination. However, the net active
source of helicity is small and oscillates about zero, ex-
plaining why the net helicity in the system is zero. On
the other hand for the double helix, a net value is found
when the active source term is averaged. The sign of the
average source is found to correspond to the sign of the
helicity of each double helix (Fig. 10d)

Appendix E: Helicity averages

In order to differentiate between helical flow states,
multiple statistical measures of the helicity field
H (~r; t) = ~u ·~ω are considered. The instantaneous spatial
average 〈H〉r(t) is computed by taking the mean of helic-
ity over space at time t. To aid comparison in the active
dissipative structure phase diagram (Fig. 4c-d), spatially
averaged helicty is normalized by 〈U〉2r/L, where 〈U〉r(t)
is the instantaneous mean fluid speed at time t and L is
the confinement length scale. Following this normalisa-
tion, the absolute value of the non-dimensional temporal
average is taken

〈H̃〉|〈〉| =

〈
|〈H〉r|
〈U〉2r/L

〉
t

, (E1)

where 〈. . .〉t denotes the temporal average. In Eq. (E1),
the spatial average 〈H〉r(t) is taken for the entire channel
and the temporal average of the absolute value of the
spatial average is evaluated. This is appropriate for the
double helix flow states, which spontaneously has positive
or negative helicity. However, in the case of the grinder
train, the helicity oscillates symmetrically about zero in
space (see Fig. 3c) and so 〈H̃〉|〈〉| ' 0. Thus, 〈H̃〉|〈〉| > 0
highlights the double helix in Fig. 11. As a cutoff value
to obtain the ⊗ markers in Fig. 4d, we use 〈H̃〉|〈〉| > 4.

Because it is the temporal average of the absolute value
of the spatial average, 〈H̃〉|〈〉| = 0 for the grinder state.
Thus, we also consider a separate measure of helicity by
taking the modulus before spatially averaging

〈H̃〉〈||〉 =

〈
〈|H|〉rL2

〈U〉r

〉
t

, (E2)

FIG. 10. Most significant non-dimensionalized sources of he-
licity Σ for P̃ = {20, 250, 0}. (a) Viscous source given by

Eq. (D6). (b) The Σa
1 = −~u · (~∇ × [~∇ · Q]) contribution to

activity-induced sources (first term from Eq. (D8)). (c) The

Σa
2 = −~ω ·[~∇·Q] contribution to activity-induced sources (sec-

ond term from Eq. (D8)), the magnitude of which is roughly
half the first term. (d) System averaged active helicity source
〈Σa〉r (t) and averaged helicity

〈
HL/U2

〉
r

(t) as a function of
time for three different double helix flow states. The red sys-
tem occurs at P̃ = {25, 1.5, 9.47}, blue at P̃ = {25, 0.15, 4.7},
and cyan at P̃ = {25, 0.15, 6.5}.

where 〈H〉r(t) has been taken over the channel centreline.
Both the double helicies and grinder trains exhibit non-
zero 〈H̃〉〈||〉.

The grinder train points can be seen in Fig. 12 as the
points at high anchoring and moderate activity K̃−1/2 ≈
20 with 〈H̃〉|〈〉| > 4. The average helicity 〈H̃〉〈||〉 is small
in the surrounding parameter space. However, in addi-
tion to the grinder train, there exists an extended region
of large 〈H̃〉〈||〉 at high activity and high anchoring num-
ber — this is the region of active turbulence. The turbu-
lent regime exhibits large values of 〈H̃〉〈||〉 owing to high
fluid speeds. To differentiate between the grinder train
and turbulent flow states, we would thus need to com-
bine the helicity measure with the periodic nature of the
velocity autocorrelation functions (Eq. (C1)). However,
we find that peak resolution (SI F; Eq. (F2)) is a clearer
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FIG. 11. Non-dimensionalized, temporal average of the abso-
lute value of the spatially averaged helicity 〈H̃〉|〈〉| given by

Eq. (E1), for activity number K̃−1/2 = 25. All values are
close to zero, except instances of the double helix dissipative
structure.

FIG. 12. Non-dimensionalized, average of the absolute value
of helicity 〈H̃〉〈||〉 given by Eq. (E2), for reduced tempera-

ture T̃ 1/2 = 0. In addition to non-zero values in regions of
active turbulence, the grinder train regime exists as well de-
fined region of large 〈H̃〉〈||〉 surrounded by small values at
strong anchoring and moderate activity.

metric.

For the double helix both 〈H̃〉|〈〉| (Fig. 11) and 〈H̃〉〈||〉
(Fig. 13) are large. However, the intermittent double
helix, which exists for high reduced temperatures and
anchoring numbers, has near zero 〈H̃〉|〈〉|. As cutoffs for
the intermittent double helix, marked by � in Fig. 4d,
we check that 〈H̃〉|〈〉| < 1.0 but 〈H̃〉〈||〉 > 4.5, which is
a value that is even greater than in the orderly double
helix.

FIG. 13. Non-dimensionalized, average of the absolute value
of helicity 〈H̃〉〈||〉 given by Eq. (E2), for K̃−1/2 = 25. Non-
zero values exist for the double helix, but also active turbulent
regions of parameter space.

Appendix F: Helicity Peak Resolution

The distributions of helicity across the examined pa-
rameter space are generally Gaussians, symmetric about
zero. However, this is not true of the helical regimes pre-
sented in Fig. 3b of the main text. The double helix does
have a Gaussian distribution of helicity but with non-
zero mean. Furthermore, the grinder train possesses a
strongly peaked, symmetric, bimodal distribution of he-
licity, which can be fit to the sum of two skewed normal
distributions. To each of the peaks in the distribution we
find a fit of the form

Gi = Ai exp

(
− (x− µi)2

2σ2
i

)[
1 + erf

(
Ski (x− µi)
σi
√

2

)]
.

(F1)

The peaks are defined by their amplitude Ai, mean µi,
standard deviation σi, and skew Ski , i = 1, 2. To quantify
if the two peaks are separated, and thus the distribution
bimodal, we define the peak resolution as

∆ =
|µ1 − µ2|
2
√
σ1σ2

. (F2)

It is found that only the grinder train flow states possess
strong bimodal helicity (Fig. 14). We mark the grinder
train with ⊕ in Fig. 4c when ∆ > 1.2.

Appendix G: Movie Captions

1. Double helix flow state for parameters P̃ =
{K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} = {25, 1.5, 9.47}. Two streams
of anti-parallel flow braid around one another.
Coloured by axial velocity u‖. Initialized at rest
and isotropic.
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FIG. 14. Peak resolution ∆ of the helicity distributions given
by Eq. (F2), for reduced temperature T̃ 1/2 = 0. Only the
grinder train regime possesses significant bimodality to pro-
duce large peak resolution.

2. Grinder train for P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} =
{20, 250, 0}. A Procession of spontaneously drift-
ing, counter-rotating vortices aligned axially down
the duct. Coloured by axial vorticity ω‖. Initialized
at rest and isotropic.

3. Ceilidh vortex for P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} =
{22, 250, 0}. Vortex lattice oriented in the trans-
verse direction do not exhibit net axial flow.
Coloured by transverse vorticity ω⊥. Initialized at
rest and isotropic.

4. Disclinations for the flow states shown in Fig. 1
and Movie 1-3). Colourmaps show the same quan-
tities as in Fig. 1 in the central plane. Top: The

double helix flow state is accompanied by a single
helical disclination line that turns like a corkscrew.
Middle: The grinder train is entirely devoid of
defects. Bottom: The vortex lattice possesses
Ceilidh dancing defects which in 3D are arced
disclination lines, as well as stationary disclination
lines at the walls. Time is stated in units of 102 LB
time steps.

5. Local helicty density field for the grinder train for
P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} = {20, 250, 0}. Initialized
at rest and isotropic.

6. Local helicty density field for the double helix flow
state for parameters P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} =
{25, 0.0015, 6.5}. Initialized at rest and isotropic.

7. Intermittent double helix flow state for parameters
P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} = {25, 250, 9.47}. More
chaotic behaviours, in which one helix sporadically
dominates or the helical structure temporarily dis-
perses. Coloured by axial velocity u‖. Initialized
at rest and isotropic. Time intervals in units of 103

LB time steps between frames.

8. Active source of helicity Σa for the grinder
train (parameters P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} =
{20, 250, 0}). Red and blue contours show Σa =
±175. Time is stated in units of 102 LB time steps.
Initialized at rest and isotropic.

9. Active source of helicity Σa for the double helix (pa-

rameters P̃ = {K̃−1/2, W̃ , T̃ 1/2} = {25, 1.5, 9.47}.
Red and blue contours show Σa = ±80. The discli-
nation lines are highlighted as yellow contours of
S = 0.2. Time is stated in units of 102 LB time
steps. Initialized at rest and isotropic.
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